Perspectives

Getting Up to Speed on 5G—A Brand Owner’s Guide

The development of 5G heralds an exciting new world where more is possible with better connected devices and people. In embracing this opportunity, brand owners should still be mindful of issues such as accurate claims about their products, cybersecurity, and data theft.
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CANADA Line of Latitude Is Geographically Descriptive

CHILE Adheres to Madrid System

CHINA Court Grants Well-Known Trademark Protection to Champagne GI

EUROPEAN UNION Court of Justice Strengthens the ‘lex fori’ Principle

INDIA IP Office Releases Accessibility Guidelines for Persons with Disabilities

NEW ZEALAND Importance of Control Over Registered Trademark

PERU Accedes to the Nice Agreement

UNITED STATES ‘Local’ Bread Baked Out of State Not False Advertising

IPSnippets

CHINA CNIPA’s Q&As on Well Known and Bad Faith Trademarks

CHINA Contingency Fee Banned in Lawsuit Against IP Office

Community News

In Memoriam: Peter Harvey

It is with great sadness we announce that INTA Past Counsel Peter Harvey passed away on May 15, 2022, at age 74. He was both a longtime and
highly respected leader within the intellectual property field and a dear friend and colleague to many in the INTA community. He served as INTA Counsel from 2008 to 2009.
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